In order to solve the problem of incorrectly decode the ADS-B signal and the missing aircraft information caused by overlap and interference, in the information transmission process of 1090ES ADS-B signal, a multi overlapping 1090ES ADS-B signal separation algorithm based on RLS algorithm is proposed. After a comprehensive analysis of the ADS-B signal to a plurality of base stations, the algorithm applies RLS blind source separation and recovers the source signals of ADS-B, thereby improving signal decoding accuracy and the dynamic performance monitoring for aircraft. The paper has verified the signal separation, including signals based on two level overlapped and three level overlapped and signals with noise, and verified the feasibility of RLS algorithm in ADS-B signal separation by MATLAB simulation test.
Introduction
1090ES ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast) data link is the technology of aircraft integrated communication and monitoring, which can transmit aircraft status information, speed and altitude information [1] . However, ADS-B information is subject to various signal interference or signal overlap during the transmission process, and the ADS-B receiver over Satellite will receive more overlapped signal [4, 5] . The overlapped signal has a great influence on the single ADS-B decoding device, resulting in the failure to correctly decode the ADS-B signal, resulting in the discontinuity of air traffic monitoring [2] . To solve this problem, the existing ADS-B receiving device is used as the original signal, and the correlation filtering algorithm is used to separate the signal, so as to improve the accuracy of decoding [3, 7, 9] . In this paper, the ADS-B overlapping signal separation algorithm based on RLS is proposed, and the experimental simulation and verification are carried out.
ADS-B signal model
The 1090ES ADS-B message includes 4 preamble pulse and 112 bits message sequences, and the message block format is coded with pulse position modulation (PPM), as shown in Figure 1 [6] . ADS -B message contains 4 recognition pulses, and each pulse duration is 0.5 0.05μs  . Each bit 1090ES ADS-B message sequence is accounted for 1μs .In the 1μs signal generation, decreasing signal is represented by binary "1", and rising signal is represented by binary "0". The 4 preamble pulse of the front end is the reference voltage of the recognition level in the subsequent message, which is the basis of the decoding of the ADS-B signal. In the field of communication, the crosstalk between signals is always a factor that affects the quality of communication. When multiple 1090ES ADS-B signals are propagating at the same time, there may be a case of partial pulse code overlapping. The current S mode error correction algorithm is mainly realized by locating the time window with low confidence, also known as "sliding time window". The clutter generated by the overlapping of multiple 1090ES ADS-B signals makes the subsequent 1090ES ADS-B decode a great deal of error. As shown in Figure 2 , when the pulse signal 1 (gray) and the pulse signal 2 (white) appear simultaneously, the problem of overlapped signals will appear. After overlapping, the signals have a great influence on the leading pulse. In the subsequent decoding process, the reference of signal power is missing, resulting the error of signal decoding, so then the signal would discard the current 1090ES ADS-B information and lose the monitoring of the state of the aircraft. Aiming at the problem of ADS-B decoding, we use RLS algorithm to solve the signal overlapping, separate the overlapped signals of 1090ES ADS-B, finally separate and restore the initial pulse signal. The () xt is randomly stacked with a random matrix () st, and the mathematical model of the pulse position modulation encoding of the message data is described as a Eq. (1):
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( 1) where, ij a is the unknown mixing coefficient in the ADS-B information transmission process. 
RLS Algorithm
RLS algorithm is recursive least square method. RLS algorithm is a method based on nonlinear principal component analysis. Based on the minimum mean square error algorithm, this algorithm estimates the sum of the revalued square error of the input signal. RLS algorithm has a fast convergence speed and is widely used in the analysis of time series.
Here, the ADS-B observation signal needs to be pre-whitened, such as Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), to reduce the redundancy between the features of each input signal, so that the components are linearly irrelevant [8] .
Then, the optimization is performed according to the following cost function to obtain Eq. (6):
where, (0,1)   is the forgetting factor, g is the non-linear transformation function.
In the mathematical model of ADS-B signal separation, the first thing is to initialize (0), (0) WP ; Adaptive filtering is performed for ADS-B observation signal, as shown in Eq. (7):
The gain vector of the model needs to be updated:
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Update inverse matrix:
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Update weight vector:
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Tri  is the forced symmetric process, the upper triangular part of the matrix transposed to the lower triangular part. (0) W and (0) P are unit matrices. g needs to be selected according to different signals.
To assess the difference between the ADS-B source and separation signals, the signal reduction error E is defined as Eq.
(13):
Where, ij c is the element of the jth column of the ith row of the matrix C WA  . The higher the similarity between the signal after the separation and reduction and the original signal, the smaller the value of E . This signal reduction error is used to judge the convergence and stability of the RLS algorithm.
Algorithm Simulation and Experiment
In 
Double Signal Superposition Separation Verification
In the double signal separation simulation, Figure 3 is ADS-B source signal. Using pulse code modulation, each bit signal is 10 samples. Two ADS-B signal header recognition signals are consistent and the message bits are randomly generated. The ADS-B source signals are superimposed by the random matrix A as observation signals, as shown in Figure 4 . The observation signal has the problem that the power of the header is inconsistent, which is basically consistent with the overlapped signal in the actual sampling, and the decoded information is error information. The separated signals separated and calculated by the RLS algorithm are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the error analysis of the source signal and the separated signal. As the number of superposition increases, the error decreases gradually, which shows that the RLS algorithm has a fast convergence speed, can meet the requirement of fast signal separation of ADS-B, and has good steady-state performance. 
Triple Signal Separation Verification
In the triple signal separation verification experiment, Figure 7 shows three ADS-B source signals generated randomly, and Figure 8 shows the observation signals generated by random superposition. As can be seen in Figure 8 , the triple superposed signal is more complex than the double superposed signal, and the header and information part cannot be correctly identified, resulting in loss of ADS-B information. Figure 9 shows the source signals of ADS-B separated by RLS algorithm. The separated signals are basically the same as the source signals, and the leading pulse signal can also be used to identify and decode the reference. Figure 10 shows the error comparison between the source signal and the separated signal. As the number of iterations increases, the error decreases gradually. However, compared with double signal superposition, the convergence stability requires more iterations. 
Simulation Results Analysis
From the analysis of the simulation results, it can be concluded that the RLS algorithm can satisfy the separation of the ADS-B multi-channel superposed signals and that the separated ADS-B signals are basically similar to the source signals, which can meet the requirements of ADS-B signal decoding. The error of the source signal and the separated signal of the double signal superposition model is 0.8203; the error of the source signal and the separated signal of the triple signal superposition model is 1.2075. After repeated experiments, the RLS algorithm can correctly separate the ADS-B mixed signals after adding noise interference, but there is randomness in the order of the output signals. After analyzing the error of the source signal and the separated signal, we can conclude that the RLS method has better convergence speed and higher steady-state characteristics, which is suitable for the processing of ADS-B signal with higher speed.
Conclusions
RLS algorithm is an efficient blind source separation algorithm. In this paper, aiming at the problem of multiple overlapping of ADS-B signals, the signals of multiple ADS-B signal base stations are used as observation signals, and the simulation and test are carried out by MATLAB, which verifies the feasibility of RLS algorithm in ADS-B signal separation. The 
